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Abstract

In the frame of the R&D on Fast Reactor mixed oxide fuels, CEA/DEC has developed the computer code
GERMINAL for studying fuel pin thermal and mechanical behaviour, both during steady-state and incidental
conditions, up to high burn-up (25 at%). The first part of this paper is devoted to the description of the main
models : fuel evolution (central hole and porosity evolution, Plutonium redistribution, O/M radial profile,
transient gas swelling, melting fuel behaviour, minor actinides production), high burn-up models (fission gas,
volatile fission products and JOG formation), fuel-cladding heat transfer, fuel-cladding mechanical interaction.
The second part gives some examples of calculation results taken from the GERMINAL validation data base
(more than 40 experiments from PHENIX, PFR, CABRI reactors), with special emphasis on : local fission gas
retention and global release, fuel geometry evolution, radial redistribution of plutonium for high burn-up fuels,
solid and annular fuel behaviour during power ramps including fuel melting, helium formation from MA (Am and
Np) doped homogeneous fuels.

1. INTRODUCTION

GERMINAL code is able to calculate mixed oxide fuel with the main following
characteristics :

- As fabricated O/M : [ 1.90 to 1.999]
- Pu content (Pu/M) : [0 to 45%]
- Fuel relative density : [85 to 99]
- Solid or hollow pellets.
- peak linear rating : [steady state : up to 550 W/cm, slow transient: up to 1300 W/cm]
- Peak burn-up : [0 to 25 at%]
- Max. Cladding temp, [steady state : up to 650 °C, slow transient : up to 920 °C]

The main originality of the GERMINAL code is the modelling of high burn-up volatile fission
products behaviour in accordance with the experimental observation of an increase of fission gas
release rate and migration of volatile fission products out of the fuel (JOG formation) [1].

2. MODELS NOT SPECIFIC TO HIGH BURNUP FUEL

2.1. Central hole evolution

Central hole formation in solid pellets or central hole evolution in hollow pellets is due to both
radia! porosity migration and cracks healing under thermal gradient. Porosity migration is described
by vapour transport of the species UO, UO2, UO3, PuO and PuOi.The partial pressures in equilibrium
are determined as fonction of the local temperature, uranium and plutonium content and oxygen
pressure.

The oxide molar flux due to vapour transport is given by :

RT5r
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where P is the total pressure of gaseous species, T is the fuel temperature, R the gas constant
and D the diffusion coefficient of the oxide molecules through the inert gas in porosity and cracks.

8RT fM + Mg

Mg

37ia2ng

with M being the molecular weight of oxides, Mg the molecular weight of inert gas, ng the
atomic density of the inert gas and a the collision diameter.

2.2 Plutonium radial redistribution

The oxide molar flux due to vapour transport and the solid state diffusion of U and Pu atoms
produce radial plutonium redistribution according to the following equations :

Pu migration by vapour transport :

g r a d Pp"FLUX Pu = FLUX
gradP

with :

P u = - ^ and grad P = f^
Or Or

where :

PPu = Partial pressure of Pu species ( PuO and PuO2), P = Total pressure

Pu migration in solid phase :

FLUX Pu = •
vmolar

Q, OT

or ' I M A M J RT 2 6r
(moles/(cm2.s)

with :

(cm2/s)

A
Q
DI
Qi

= 034
= 110

= 1. 10'16

= 35

(cm7s)
(kcal/mole)
(cm2/s)
(kcal/mole)

2.3. Oxygen radial profile

The oxygen radial redistribution model used in GERMINAL is issued from the RAND-
MARKIN and ROBERTS model [2] based on the CO/CO2 equilibrium.

This model takes into account the following hypothesis :

(1) Equilibrium between the oxide and the oxygen partial pressure

AGO2 = RTLnP(O2) (1)

(2) Equilibrium between O2 and CO/CO2
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CO+-O2<=>CO, AG°

P(CO)P(02)
2

(2)

PfCO )
(3) The ratio — is radialy constant

P(CO)

By elimination of P(O2) in equations (1) and (2) we obtain :

AGO, = P(CO)

Using the reiation between AGO, and the deviation from stoechiometry for a mixed-oxide

(U(1_y),Puy)O(2_x) [3] :

. . x 11315 043a
l o g i o ( 7^ ) = 1 9 6 ~~^~~^~ 2

with :

_L~ A —
a ~ T 2 T

A = - 482 104 and B = 8459

P(CO )
We determine by iterative procedure the value of the ratio — which allows conservation

P(CO)
of the O/M mean value in the slice.

2.4. Transient gas swelling

Experimental observations of transient gas swelling (International CABRI program) have been
used to establish the GERMINAL transient fission gas swelling model. This gas swelling occurs
during power ramps leading to nonequilibrium between fission gas retention and the thermal level
reached by the fuel during power increase.

The basic equation is :

dg _ gmax-g

dt tog

where : g is the fractional fuel swelling, gmax is the maximum fractional swelling, tog (s) is
the time constant and t (s) is the time.

The time constant tog has been determined using several power ramping tests of the CABRI
program :

d P u
b

d P + d D

dt
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where : P (W/cm) is the linear power, D (cm2/s) is the diffusion coefficient of the vacancies at
grain boundary, k, b, c and d are constants depending of the range of the power transient.

D = 1321xlO-2exp(—3-)
RT

where : Q is the activation energy for the vacancies migration toward grain boundary, R is the
gas constant and T (K) is the local temperature.

— = 28760
R

The maximum fractional swelling, gmax, is determined by equilibrium between intergranular
gas pressure and inner pin pressure or fuel to cladding contact pressure in case of fuel-cladding
mechanical interaction.

2.5. Melting fuel behaviour

In case of fuel melting, an optional axial molten fuel transfer! model can be used. This model is
based on the following assumptions :

(1) Beyond a given melt fraction (mobility threshold) the melting fuel is able to move axially in all
the free volumes of the fissile column.

(2) Axial motion is governed by pressure equilibrium between the gas pressure inside the molten
cavity (gas in porosity and cracks, retained fission gas) and the plenum pressure.

(3) Molten fuel moves upwards and downwards. A coefficient allows to promote the downwards
direction in order to simulate the gravity contribution.

(4) Displacements are assumed instantaneous (pressure equilibrium faster than thermal transient).
Therefore this model is only relevant for slow power transients such as control rod withdrawal.

2.6. Minor actinides

Usually, for classical MOX fuel, only three isotopes are considered in fuel calculation (235U,
a 8 U and ^

In the frame of actinides burning studies, an optional model taking into account all Uranium
and Plutonium isotopes as well as the main Americium, Neptunium and Curium isotopes has been
introduced in GERMINAL code.

For thermochemical and thermomechanical modelling, it is assumed that the presence of minor
actinides does not influence the fuel behaviour. As a consequence the use of that option is restricted to
low minor actinides content (less than 5%).

With that restriction the code is able to correctly describe the evolution of the isotopic
composition and the helium production versus time.

3. MODELS SPECIFIC TO HIGH BURNUP FUEL

The following models are able to calculate both low and high burn-up fuel
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3.1. Fission gas model

Fission gas production is calculated using the following fission gas production rate :

> Fast neutron flux : 0.25 (Xe+Kr) atom per fission

0.01 He atom per fission

9 Thermal neutron flux : 0.3 1 (Xe+Kr) atom per fission

Fission gas release model takes into account the experimental observations showing at high
burnup an increase of the fission gas release rate associated with a decrease of the grain size and the
appearance of a large gap filled with fission products.

The increase in the fission release rate occurs when the local fission gas retention N exceeded a
saturation threshold GASMAX.

GASMAX is determined by the equality of the fission gas atom flux leaving the fuel matrix and
the resolution flux.

GASMAX = 2 ' 2 4 1 4 * 1 0 * * 5 - X l ° " 2 4 X D F I S S * Q N S A T (cm3STP/g)
2( DTH + DATH)

where : QNSAT is the cover ratio of the matrix by the gas :

QNSAT= ' U (at/cm2)

DTH and DATH are respectively the thermal and athermal diffusion coefficients :
— 35225

DTH = 7.6 x 10'6 exp( ) (cm2/s) DATH = 1.2 x 1CT29 DFISS (cm2/s)

in which DFISS is the fission rate (fission/(cm3.s))

The fission gas release equation is as follow :

9 Before reaching the saturation threshold ( N < GASMAX)

dt

where N (cm /g) is the gas retention, t (s) the time and (3 the fission gas creation rate.

9 After the saturation threshold ( N > GASMAX)

dN
— = P - h N - k ( N - N l i m )

where k(s"') is a time constant and Nlim (cm3/g) the limit of retention.

3.2.Volatile fission products and JOG formation

Among the volatile fission products, Caesium is the more interesting as it is the major
constituent of the JOG (Joint Oxyde Gaine, as fuel to clad joint).

The JOG model is based on the following hypothesis [4] :

9 Volatile fission products (Cs) behave as the fission gas (FG).
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Cs(created)
Cs(released) = FG(released) x-

FG( created)

9 Radial migration of Cs towards the periphery of the fuel pellet before reaching the
saturation threshold.

9 After reaching the saturation threshold, Cs moves outwards the fuel to create the JOG

9 The radial migration of Cs induces a radial fuel swelling gradient :

dSW _ + Cs( retained)

dt Cs( created)

where : SW = fuel swelling, A = solid fission products swelling rate (0.244/at% burn-up)

and B = volatile fission products swelling rate (0.864/at% burn-up)

9 JOG formation occurs after reaching saturation threshold and the quantity of Cs transferred
from a mesh of the fuel to the JOG ( QCsJOG ) is given by :

QCsJOG = FGRF x QCs( retained)

where . FGRF = fission gas release fraction in the mesh and QCs(retained) = quantity of Cs
retained in the mesh

9 The JOG width is calculated assuming that the specific volume of volatile fission products
in the JOG is the same as in the fuel (106.3 cm3/mol).

Notice that this model is a threshold one. When the condition GASRET > GASMAX is reached
once a time in a fuel mesh, the high burn-up modelling is irreversibly apply to that mesh. This is not
very easy to manage this in term of code results stability, particularly when the same calculation case
is performed using different radial meshing.

3.3. Fuel-cladding heat transfer coefficient

Before JOG formation, fuel-clad heat transfer results from both conduction in a gas gap (H,)
and radiative transfer (H,). The calculation of Hg takes into account the gas composition as well as its
temperature and pressure, the gap size, the jump distance and the surface roughness of the fuel pellet
and of cladding. Calculation of Hr uses the STEPHAN law.

After JOG formation two periods are considered according to the quantity of created JOG :

9 When JOG width becomes higher than 50 micrometers, the heat transfer calculation only
results from conduction in the JOG material taken as Cs2MoO4 compound :

The thermal conductivity of Cs2MoO4 with a relative density of 0.943 is given by [5]:

78 942
A.(Cs2MoO4)= 4-0.15 + 1.7 x 10"'°T3 if T < 845 K

X(Cs2MoO4) =
 1 3 1 5 6 + 0.03 + 3.2 x 1 O"10^ if T > 845 K

with >.(Cs2MoO4) in W/(m.K)
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•w- N i,n ™ r* , ( l -2xPORJOG)
X(jog) = MCs,MoO4)-

J 5 2 4 (1-2x0.057)
where : PORJOG is the JOG porosity.

> Between 0 and 50 micrometers of JOG thickness the thermal heat transfer calculation
results both from the combination in parallel of transfer in a gas gap and transfer in the
JOG.

3.4. Fuel cladding mechanical interaction

When the fuel-clad gap is closed, mechanical interaction between fuel and cladding is
calculated by iterations between the contact pressure and the resulting plasticity temperature which
determines the fuel zone where fuel cracks closure occurs.

The plasticity temperature is determined by solving the equation :

E = L5x 10"13x0XQ + exp[l8.3(1 -D)] x 920(1 + 0.01Q) exp[ °°]xc
Tpl

+ exp[24.1(l - D)] x 410exp[" 6 8 9 0 ° ] x a 4 4

Tpl

where :£(s"') is the creep rate, a (MPa) is the stress induce by the contact pressure, Q
(W/cm ) is the volumique power, D is the relative fuel density and Tpl (K) is the plasticity
temperature.

In case of central hole closure, the model calculates equilibrium between the pressure inside the
porosity of the fuel plastic zone and the fuel-clad contact pressure.

After JOG formation, if the distance between fuel and clad becomes lower than the JOG width
created, the JOG is axially moved as long as there is free volume inside the fuel to clad gap, after
what, the JOG stays in place and participates to clad straining.

Normally mechanical calculation of the clad is done with a fine cylinder hypothesis but
GERMINAL includes an option allowing thick tube mechanical calculation which is associated with
fuel pin design criteria.

4. COMPARISON CALCULATION/MEASUREMENT

Data base of GERMINAL code contains a large number of fuel pins irradiated at various burn-
up levels up to 25 at% in steady state and off-normal conditions. Many of them come from PHENTX
standard subassemblies (6.5 mm OD cladding and solid pellets) but also from experimental ones
(annular pellets, SPX1 design, minor actinides doped fuels...). Elsewhere, experiments coming from
other reactors (PFR, CABRI, HFR etc,) have been included these last years in the data base.

Except for the fission gas release comparison which takes into account all the data base, we
give, for other parameters, comparisons between measurements and calculations chosen among the
more representative and significant experiments beside the code modelling.

Table 1 summarises the main fabrication and irradiation characteristics of selected irradiations
of which the results are subsequently commented.
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TABLE I. FABRICATION AND IRRADIATION CHARACTERISTICS OF FUEL PINS USED IN
THE COMPARISON CALCULATION/MEASUREMENTS

Pin reference Main objectives Fabrication characteristics

solid pellets
16% Pu content
clad :CW 316

solid pellets
28% Pu content
clad:CW 15-15 Ti

solid pellets
20% Pu content
clad :CW 316 Ti

solid pellets
20% Pu content
clad :CW 316 Ti

solid pellets
28% Pu content
clad :CW 15-15 Ti

solid pellets
20% Pu content
clad: INC 706

annular pellets
25% Pu content
clad:STAPE16

annular pellets
33% Pu content
clad:STAPE 16

solid pellets
24% Pu, 2% AM
clad:CW 15-15 Ti

EFPD

180

750

400

820

980

850

990

1095

380

Burn-up
atPPN

2.9 at%

11.5 at%

7.0 at%

13.5 at%

15.5 at%

14.5 at%

18.9 at%

23.1 at%

6.6 at%

Maximum
cladding
deformation

< 0.5%

< 0.5%

< 1 %

< 7%

< 3.5 %

< 0.25 %

< 0.6 %

< 0.6 %

<0.I %

RIG 2
(PFR exp.)
AGO test in
CABRI

CPd 6004
(Phenix stand.)
JOG 1 test in
CABRI

Boitix 1
(Phenix exp.)

Boitix 3
(Phenix exp.)

Viggen 6
(Phenix exp.)

Papyrus
(Phenix exp.)

ANT
(PFR exp.)

LVD
(PFR exp.)

Superfact I
(Phenix exp.)

low burn-up at low linear rating

gas swelling during transient

intermediate bum-up without cladding
deformation - behaviour of JOG layer

intermediate burn-up with low cladding
deformation

high burn-up with strong cladding
deformation

high bum-up with medium cladding
deformation

high burn-up without cladding deformation

high burn-up with low cladding deformation

high burn-up with low cladding deformation

burning of minor actinides (Np and Am)
according to homogeneous way

4.1. Fission gas behaviour

Figure 1 shows comparison between calculated fission gas release at the end of irradiation and
experimental pin puncture analysis for four ranges of burn-up. Results from GERMINAL code are
generally in fair agreement with measured values whatever reached burn-up.

800

feeoo

400

"200

f

• 0.5 < BU < 5 at%
* 5<BU <10at%
• 10<BU<15at%
• 15 < BU < 25 at%

A s'

s

* /
s

y

y

200 400 600
measured Xe + Kr (cm3 STP)

800

Fig. 1 Comparison between calculted an measuredfission gas release
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This fair global agreement is confirmed by comparison on local retained fission gas. Figure 2
shows prediction and measurements for axial distribution-of retained fission gas for the so called
Boitix 1 and Boitix 3 PHENIX fuel pins.

1000

0 .

CO

800

600

+ too
ax
a>
£ 200

: \ J 3

Calculated Boilix 1 at end of life

D Measured Boitix 1

Calculated Boitix 3 at end of life

• Measured Boitix 3

0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
relative position from the bottom of fuel column

1,0

Fig 2 : comparison calculation/measurements for axial evolution
of retained fission gas for two PHENIX fuel elements

Boitix 1 represents a fuel element at medium bum-up level with low cladding deformation. In
such case, the axial profile of retained FG is classical with a minimum around the peak power node.
Boitix 3 is characteristic of the behaviour of fuel elements irradiated at high bum-up with a strong
cladding swelling located in the lower half of the fissile column. The overheating of the fuel in this
area, leads to a local significative decrease of retained FG to very low values (< 150 mm3/gMox) in
spite of the high local production (2800 mm3/gMox)- The answer of GERMINAL fission gas release
model is in rather agreement with measurements.

4.2. Pellet geometry evolution

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the central void diameter measured at different levels of the
fuel column for two irradiations so called Viggen 6 and Papyrus with respective GERMINAL
calculations.

2

1,8

1,6

1,4

1,2

1

0,8

0,6

0,4

0,2

Initial state : solid pellets

i
•

»

a1—-̂

Calculated Viggen 6 at end of lite
• Measured Viggen 6

Calculaled Papyrus at en of lile
D Measured Papyrus

0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
relative position from the bottom of fuel column

1,0

Fig 3 comparison calculation/measurement for axial evolution of
central hole diameter for two PHENIX high B U fuel elements
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Both Viggen 6 and Papyrus are typical of fuel elements at high bum-up level. Their difference
lies in the range of clad swelling which remains low for Papyrus pin (cladding in Inconel 706)
whereas for Viggen 6 one (cladding in CW 15-15 Ti) it locally reaches a relative deformation of
3.5%. Consequently, thermal fuel behaviour is greatly influenced by cladding straining or not, Fuel
restructuring may restart for Viggen 6 pin when cladding swells, leading to an increase of the central
void size and this phenomenon is well described by GERMINAL. Nevertheless, some discrepancies
may be noted at the end regions in which the linear rating is generally low (< 200 W/cm). A possible
cause of disagreement is an extrapolation error of restructuring model from short time and high
temperature to long time and low temperature parameters.

Figure 4 shows for these two same fuel pins, the comparison between the fuel to cladding
apparent gap width, measured from optical ceramographies and the calculated one.

From medium burn-up level (- 6 at%), a lot of SEM examinations has shown a progressive
evolution of the fuel cladding gap with the opening of so-called JOG (Joint Oxyde Gaine) filled with
fission product compounds such the cesium molybdate which is majority represented [1]. Properties
and behaviour of JOG were studied for unstrained and strained pins : The JOG thickness depends on
bum-up level but particularly to clad straining.
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t 400
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X)
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u

2
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•D

100

"•• ' ' Calculated Viggen 6 al end of life
• Measured Viggen €

Calculated Papyrus at end at life
g Measured Papyrus

0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
relative position from the bottom of fuel column

1,0

Fig 4 : comparison calculationfmeasurementfor axial evolution
of fuel to clad gap for two PHENIXfuel elements

For Viggen 6 and Papyrus pins which have reached about the same bum-up, the disparity in
JOG thickness in the lower part of the fuel column is correlated to the absence or the presence of clad
straining. This fact is well taken into account by GERMINAL, the agreement between measurements
and calculated gap size are quite acceptable.

In both cases, discrepancies exist in the upper region of the fuel column which can be
correlated to the presence of inner corrosion of the cladding. Produces of corrosion form a layer
between the fuel and the cladding which increases the fuel to clad gap. Otherwise, this effect of inner
corrosion of the cladding is not modelled in GERMINAL yet.

At very high burn-up levels, absence of cladding strain by swelling may have influence on the
growth of the JOG layer. Variations of power during irradiation, but also shutdowns and restarts,
induce stresses by fuel cladding differential expansion on the JOG layer. Good plastic properties of
the JOG may lead to axial motions at levels along the fuel column where it is less stressed. Figure 5
shows this phenomenon which is particularly important for the LVD pin irradiated in PFR up to 23.1
at% with low clad straining (0.6%).
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Fig 5 : correlation between the axial redistribution of Cs and the calculated ratio of

non displaced to created JOG for PFR LVD fuel pin irradiated up to 23. I at%

Axial migration of Cs is very extensive with strong accumulations beyond both ends of the
fuel column. As caesium is among the major constituents of the JOG, we can accept that a great part
of the axial displacement of caesium is imputable to axial motion of JOG. The ratio of non displaced
to created JOG calculated by GERMINAL follows the same feature.

4.3. Plutonium redistribution

Figure 6 shows for Viggen 6 (solid pellets) and ANT (annular pellets), the comparison between
plutonium measurements by microprobe analysis (average on 3 radius) and the calculated radial
plutonium redistribution.

40

30

3a.

20

10

——Calculated Viggen 6 at PPN
• Measured Viggen 6 at PPN

Calculated ANT al PPN

a Measured ANT at PPN

0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6
relative pellet radius

0.8 1,0

Fig 6: comparison calculation/measurements for radial plutonium
redistribution-for solid and annular pellet fuel pins

In both cases, calculations are in fair agreement with measurements.

4.4. Fuel behaviour during slow transients

For studying the behaviour of fuel pins during a control rod withdrawal accident, in which the
power increase rate is typical I %PN/s, a certain number of slow ramp tests were performed last years
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in the CABRI reactor. Among others, these tests have allowed to enhance modelling of fuel swelling
gas.

For example, figure 7 gives the evolution of the central hole size of a RIG 2 pin, irradiated at
low rating (140 W/cm) during its end of life, before and after a slow ramp test in CABRI reactor
(AGO test) up to 565 W/cm.

1,6

I 1.2

1
n
=5 0,8
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I 0,4
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• Measured RIG2 (sibling pin)

Calculated AGO after CABRI test
• Measured AGO

0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8

relative position from the bottom of fuel column

1,0

Fig 7 : comparison calculation/measurements for axial evolution
of central hole diameter before and after slow transient test

The fission gas swelling is, in that case, particularly sizeable because of the strong ratio of
retained gas in the fuel. This large swelling leads to the closure of the central hole in the mid zone of
the fissile column, but without fuel melting. Calculations give a suitable description of this
phenomenon.

The JOG (so called JOG1 and JOG2) tests have been performed in CABRI reactor with the
goal to evaluate the thermal conductivity of JOG compounds [6], J0G1 test was realised from a
standard PHENM fuel pin irradiated up to 11.5 at% (CPd 6004). Figure 8 shows the comparison, after
the JOG1 test, of fuel melting radius measured on optical ceramographies at several levels of the fuel
column and the calculated solidus and liquidus radius from GERMINAL code.
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Fig 8 : comparison calculation/measurements for axial evolution
of fuel melting radius after the CABRI JOG I test

The good agreement between calculation and measurements allows to predict a power to melt
with a suitable accuracy.
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Recalculations of other similar tests have been performed with solid or annular fuels irradiated
between 6 and 15 at% have also given satisfactory agreement (see table 2).

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED MELTING RADIUS AFTER
RAMP TESTS IN CABRI REACTOR

CABRI test I type of transient maximum LR (W/cm) Calculated Calculated relative melting radius
relative solidus relative Hquidus from ceramography

(fuel burn-up)

JOG1 (11.5)

JOG2 (15.5)

PFX (6.4) l

PFl (6.4) L

E9 (5)"

E5 (5)"

low

low

low

low

low

high

773

741

783

885

1347

0.48

0.54

0.38

0.63

0.85

0.87

0.43

0.49

0.31

0.58

0.84

0.79

0.46

0.47

0.34

0.64

0.86

0.83

Ramp tests from SPX1 type fuel pins

4.5. Evolution of MA doped fuel

Transmutation of minor actinides (MA) in FR may be obtained according to a homogeneous
way which consists to add a low proportion of MA to a standard MOX FR fuel. Superfact experiment,
irradiated in PHENLX reactor during 380 EFPD, was made of several MA fuel pins with 2% Am or
2% Np content. Table 3 summarises results concerning both the transmutation of these MA and the
helium production.

TABLE III. MINOR ACTINIDES (Am AND Np) CONSUMPTION AND HELIUM PRODUCTION
IN SUPERFACT HOMOGENEOUS FUEL PINS

Superfact (U, Pu, Am)02 fuel pin
24'Am initial mass : 3.98 g

Superfact (U, Pu, Np)O2 fuel pin
237Np initial mass : 3.54 g

Chemical analysis :

4lAm final mass (g)

2.87±0.05

23:Np final mass (g)

2.47*0.12

GERMINAL calculation :

Pin puncture :

GERMINAL calculation :

2.98

Helium (cm3 STP)

40

60

2.41

Helium (cm3 STP)

14.2

15.1

The comparison between chemical analysis for MA and pin puncture measurements for helium
with GERMINAL calculations is in satisfactory agreement. Discrepancy on helium evaluation for Am
doped fuel pin may result to a proportion of retained He in the fuel during the 20 months separating
the end of irradiation to the pin puncturing.

5 CONCLUSION

GERMINAL fast reactor fuel code builds up the synthesis of CEA knowledge on the
fast reactor oxide fuel pin concerning the thermochemical and thermomecanical behaviour in
steady state and incidental conditions. Since more 20 years, modelling improvements of the
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code have been obtained as one goes along that us understanding of the physical phenomena
and the experimental characterisation progressed.
At present, GERMINAL is able to predict, with a satisfactory confidence, the behaviour of FR
oxide fuel element in a large range of composition and for various irradiation conditions up to
strong burn-up levels.
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